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A Fire They Can't Put Out . . . Although her baby boy keeps her plate full, Jules
Kilroy is ready to take her love life off the back burner. Despite a bevy of eligible
bachelors, it's her best friend, Taddeo DeLuca, who is fueling her hormones with
a generous serving of his mouth-watering Italian sexiness. But Jules learned her
lesson once before when she went in for a kiss, only to have Tad reject her.
She's vowed never to blur the lines again . . . After a lifetime of excuses and false
starts, Tad has finally opened a wine bar, a deal made even sweeter when Jules
joins his staff. Lovers come and go, and he's had his share, but friendships like
theirs last forever. Still, ever since he tasted her luscious lips, he can't stop
fantasizing about what could be. Then she joins an online dating site-and the
thought of his Jules with another man makes Tad's blood boil. Even if he gets
burned, Tad can't stop himself from turning up the heat this time.
TV news photographer Lilly Hawkins is on the biggest assignment of her career.
A deadly wildfire is racing through the California mountains toward the town of
Elizabeth Lake. After barely slipping in ahead of road closures, Lilly has her
hands full photographing the massive evacuation and approaching inferno. She
has no time to cover the accidental drowning of a reckless party girl in the lake . .
. until she learns the victim’s name. When Lilly knew her thirteen years ago,
Jessica Egan was a principled environmental activist and not a bit reckless or
wild. Could she have changed that much, or is a killer exploiting the chaos
surrounding the fire to disguise a murder? Soon Lilly’s juggling the story she
should be covering with the story she can’t let go. What could have been the
motive for Jessica’s death? Was it sexual jealousy, long-held grudges, or just
plain old-fashioned greed that got Jessica killed? Meanwhile, Lily has to contend
with her station’s low-budget technology, the antics of her dodgy uncle Bud, and
the alarming job offers her boyfriend is fielding from big-city competitors. Lilly is
racing against the clock to get answers. If only the murderer—or the fire—doesn’t
get her first . . .
Living la belle vie is the best revenge… Hosting a fabulous party is the perfect capoff to Cassie Hagen's successful business trip in Paris. Living in the land of
decadent macarons, French fashion and champagne is great—especially
compared to her past life as the scholarship student at a tony New York private
school. Then Jack Marchand shows up. Sure, he's hot, French and
superapologetic about how he humiliated her in high school. He was all of her
firsts: her first lover, the first to break her heart and the first to dump her after one
night together. Jack has never forgotten Cassie. He's determined to prove he's
changed and win her back. As an apology, it's pretty much perfect. Deliciously
so. But Cassie isn't quite ready to forgive him.
Lee despairs that she’ll never meet the right man, since she seems to have a
knack for dating all the wrong men. But maybe she doesn’t need to meet Mr.
Right—maybe she’s already met him. Trevor has been her best friend since their
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college days, and Lee thinks he could be her perfect partner. But she’ll need
more than a best friend—she’ll need sexual chemistry, too! To see if it could
work, Lee proposes that she and Trevor become friends with benefits. He resists
the idea at first, but eventually he caves and sleeps with her. Are these two
friends the perfect match, or have they staked their friendship on a fleeting
dream?
Turning a certified disaster into a certifiable dish! Image consultant Haven Hoyt
needs to take former pop superstar Mark Webster from boozing, brawling mess
to presentable musician—capable of keeping his tacky boot out of his mouth. Mark
has no interest in being molded, but once she's finished with him, he'll be a work
of art. Haven has very simple rules for herself: be perfectly put together, don't
crack under pressure and never sleep with your client! But under the scruff and
the surly attitude, Mark is hot. Haven's careful image is unraveling with every look
of lust and too-tempting touch. This talented musical hunk wants to pluck her
strings. If she's not careful, she'll fall for her work of art…and break each of her
rules in the process!
An erotic road map for our time, this witty, compassionate, and often outrageous
guide to modern living is full of hundreds of interviews about sex in the age of
AIDS, career pressures invading the bedroom, and politically correct coupling.
Three sizzling-hot stories from New York Times and international bestselling
author Elle Kennedy! Give a SEAL an inch, and he'll take your heart. Heat of the
Moment For almost a year Shelby has lusted over swoon-worthy Garrett, but she
can't figure out why he's not interested...until she overhears him saying she's too
vanilla for his taste. When a heat wave sends the sexy Navy SEAL into her
bakery, she finally has the opportunity to show him exactly what he's missing...
Heat of Passion Holly has too much on her plate to think about a serious
relationship. A hot fling with a SEAL, though, is the perfect way to take the edge
off. The last thing she expects is to run into her gorgeous one-night stand weeks
later, and to discover that Carson wants the one thing she doesn't: more. In the
face of his methodical seduction, her resistance is crumbling... Heat of the Storm
Will has waited fifteen years for the storm that sends Mackenzie into his arms.
He's the one man not scared of her psychic gift, and their one night of passion is
enough to convince this tenacious SEAL that they are much, much more than
friends. Now he just has to convince her of that... Warning: Contains dangerously
hot Navy SEALS, and heroines not afraid to take them on one-or two-at a time.
Twelve years ago Zoe Ford let Liam Masters break her heart. But now? There's not a
chance. Zoe is as tough and wild as they come. So when Liam shows up at her tattoo
parlor, she's more than ready to take him on again. That's not going to be a hardship,
since he's hotter than he ever was. This time she's staying in charge. And she's not
going to consider their score settled until he's hot, bothered and begging for more! Then
she'll move on as callously as he left her. Unless all that deliciously bad sex is just too
good to give up….
How did menopause change from being a natural (and often welcome) end to a
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woman's childbearing years to a deficiency disease in need of medical and
pharmacological intervention? By examining the history of menopause over the course
of the twentieth century, Houck shows how the experience and representation of
menopause has been profoundly influenced by biomedical developments and by
changing roles for women and the changing definition of womanhood.
Helps Christian singles to understand how to date and manage their nature until
marriage
From USA Today bestselling author Jennifer Bernard comes a second chance to fall in
love ... Ben, the most romantic of Jupiter Point's smoking hot Knight brothers, knew
from the moment he met his high school sweetheart, Julie deGaia, that she was the
one for him. Marriage, kids...he wanted forever with Julie—until the moment she skipped
town without a word. Then Ben’s father was murdered, and his life was irrevocably
changed. Now, after twelve years, Julie’s back. Ben’s over her, of course. They’re
completely different people now. Right. If they’re so different, why do his feelings for
her seem so damn familiar? And how, after all this time, can she still make Ben so hot
and bothered? Julie was never supposed to return to Jupiter Point. It’s only by staying
away that she’s ensured her safety. But she owes a huge debt to the wealthy and
demanding Reinhard family, who took her in as a child. What the Reinhards want, they
get, so here she is, dodging a handsomer-than-ever Ben Knight. Her former sweetheart
has turned into a hunky pilot who aims that sexy smile at everyone except her—until he
learns the truth about why she left in the first place. If the past can’t keep Ben and Julie
apart, a deadly threat in the present might. As for that idyllic future they always
dreamed about? It might take some Jupiter Point magic to put this star-crossed couple
on the road to happy ever after.
The Hot and Bothered Air Balloon is a therapeutic story about feeling stressed. In the
story, a hot air balloon is so hot and bothered that he is stuck high up in the air. With
the help of a friendly puffin, the hot air balloon is able to come down to earth feeling
better and more relaxed. The story teaches children about how we can use relaxation
and mindfulness techniques when we are feeling stressed, and the benefits of finding
an outlet for our emotional distress. This beautifully illustrated storybook will appeal to
all children, and can be used by practitioners, educators and parents as a tool to
discuss the importance of relaxation, therapeutic outlets and dealing with stress. This
story can be purchased alongside six other storybooks as part of a set (ISBN:
9781138556478), as well as in a set alongside the guidebook Nurturing Emotional
Resilience in Vulnerable Children and Young People and six other storybooks
(9781138556454). The guidebook outlines ways to use these beautifully told and
visually appealing stories to nurture emotional resilience with children and will be
invaluable tools for anyone working to build emotional resilience with children and
young people.
This volume contains 50 poems celebrating the midlife experience for women. Aperfect
companion for entertaining friends, this work is also well-suited forreading group
discussions.
Fitness and health expert and author, Debra Atkinson reveals how small, daily habits,
some of which don't even require you to get breathless or lift a finger, can improve your
after 50 fitness results. She is America's Baby Boomer Woman's fitness expert and
she's cracked the code on the hormone-exercise connection for thousands of women in
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her Flipping 50 programs and coaching services. She'll share the most popular and
easy to implement habits that will help you create your own flipping 50 success story.
You don't need all 99: one by one, these small flips can make a big difference. At 49,
Debra turned her world upside down. When most women reach a peak in their careers
and get a convertible and a corner office, she left safety, security and started over.
Eight major life stressors later, she'd made major discoveries about the truth about
exercise for women at midlife. Then at 52, her world turned sideways with the tragic
loss of a young family member. There's been stress. Through difficult times, she
learned valuable lessons about how little it takes to get and stay physically and mentally
fit, why less exercise with more purpose is better for hormone balance, and how small
lifestyle choices (flips) you make every day make a big impact on fitness. With Debra's
best small daily "flips" in lifestyle habits, mindset, exercise and nutrition that have
worked for her, thousands clients, and have science behind them you can feel better,
faster without extreme exercise or calorie restriction. Hot, Not Bothered will show you
how to enjoy your second (and better) half looking good and feeling great, without
settling, or burpees.
Hot & Bothered by Kate Hoffmann released on Jul 23, 2004 is available now for
purchase.
Ryan “Flash” Gordon is the joker of the Hostile Operations Team. But his easygoing
nature hides a deep darkness he can never forget. A darkness that drives him to try
and save people who sometimes can’t be saved. Like Emily Royal. He’s been texting
with the delicate beauty for months after rescuing her. They’re friends. But when she
begs him for a single night together, he relents. In the morning, she’s gone. Not just
from his bed, but from his life. Emily can never clear her name. When she’s offered a
chance to put the past behind her and do something for her country, she takes the leap.
Even if it means leaving behind the man she loves. When Ryan finds her again, she’s
caught in a perilous game, risking her life for information. And she’s pregnant with his
child. With danger closing in, he’ll have to face his demons and fight harder than ever
to save her. Or risk losing his growing family for good… **Start reading the Hostile
Operations Team Series - Strike Team 1 today and enjoy an action-packed, seriously
romantic and steamy-good-fun military romantic suspense. Each book can be read as a
standalone. No cliffhangers or cheating and a guaranteed happily-ever-after ending!
KEYWORDS: Military romance, Navy SEAL romance, romantic suspense, alpha hero,
action romance, romance suspense, protector romance, on the road, redemption,
forbidden love, woman in peril, bodyguard, fling, surprise baby, accidental pregnancy,
friends to lovers, orphan, redemption, reunion, tortured hero
A new steamy collection of hot short short lesbian erotic stories.
Hot & Bothered by Ann Evans released on May 24, 1996 is available now for purchase.
Mathematician, Cassandra Nelson, proposes to her father’s sworn enemy to protect
her family’s shipbuilding corporation from a takeover. Regatta racing tycoon, Marco
Delgado, knows their union is a quick ticket into the society that shunned him after a
devastating boating crash. He agrees, but expects a permanent commitment; one with
sizzling side benefits. And, after a Vegas wedding, he unleashes Cassandra’s inner
vixen during a steaming hot honeymoon in Argentina while aboard his yacht.
Cassandra never calculated falling in love into their equation, but there’s more than
desire and passion flaring between them. Soon she believes they can have so much
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more than a sexy bargain on paper. But when Cassandra’s secrets are revealed,
during a reception held in their honor, Marco must learn the power of forgiveness and
love before they can have the future they deserve.
He calls me into his office and closes the door... to promote me. He promotes me again
and again. I am wild with ecstasy. Your boss gives you a pay rise, the hotshot producer
recognises your talents, the pizza delivery guy hopes you've got a box-set to watch with
your extra-large pizza. Prepared to be satisfied...at last. Sometimes a plumber is just a
plumber. Get what you really want this year with dozens of literary quickies to tantalise
and titillate even the most world-weary feminist. From four brilliant women with their
finger on the pulse comes a wickedly funny, provocative and subversive response to
#metoo and Time's Up.
Michael Leunig's words and pictures were first published in Australia in 1965. He was
born in Melbourne and now lives on a farm in north-eastern Victoria. Hot comprises
pieces that have previously appeared in the Melbourne Age and the Sydney Morning
Herald.
Sultry encounters, forbidden passion, irresistible temptation-what more could you want
in a collection of four scintillating stories by today's sexiest authors? Hot and Bothered
Luring Lucy by Lori Foster: All Lucy was looking for when she went to her vacation
home was an innocent fling to quell the yearning she had felt since her husband died
four years ago. She never expected her longtime friend Bram to lure her into a love
affair so hot. Truth or Dare by Laura Bradley: Undercover P.I. Shay McIntyre takes on
the guise of a reporter to uncover who's behind the suspicious deaths of two bullriders,
and finds herself locking horns with the sinfully tempting Luke Wilder in a deliciously
wicked game of truth or dare. Compromised by Gayle Callen: Country baron John
Malory nobly offers to wed Lady Elizabeth Stanwood when they are caught together
alone in a garden. Elizabeth never expected to be compromised--or to soon be wed to
a man whose affection she does not welcome....until he changes her mind with
lingering kisses and a passion she has only dreamed of. Treading Dangerous Waters
by Victoria Marquez: Sofia's plans to relax on a cruise are ruined when she encounters
James, her aunt's future son-in-law, who is intent on breaking up his father's
wedding...unless Sofia can distract him. But she's treading dangerous waters, for
James has designs of his own, which include seducing the Latina beauty until she
surrenders completely to him.
Lee despairs that she’ll never meet the right man, since she seems to have a knack for
dating all the wrong men. But maybe she doesn’t need to meet Mr. Right?maybe
she’s already met him. Trevor has been her best friend since their college days, and
Lee thinks he could be her perfect partner. But she’ll need more than a best
friend?she’ll need sexual chemistry, too! To see if it could work, Lee proposes that she
and Trevor become friends with benefits. He resists the idea at first, but eventually he
caves and sleeps with her. Are these two friends the perfect match, or have they staked
their friendship on a fleeting dream?
This book gives singles wisdom tips for dating such as: -Date for at least a year. -Do
not date for any more than a year. -Date exclusively in groups. -Make sure you get
plenty of time one on one. -Put clear boundaries into place. -Do not try to follow
everyone else's rules. -Spend lots of time together.
The author has drawn an erotic road map for our time -- the era of AIDS, DINS (double
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income, no sex), & politically correct coupling. She addresses the plight & complaints of
both sexes, singles, couples, & un-coupled, the mores of dating, one-night stands,
orgasms, intimacy & the L word, & all the problems that afflict them. With liberating
directness & streetwise humor, this book tells truths that many of us have been too
prim, too hip, or too politically correct to face: that sex is fun; that love is even better; &
that, behind the posturing & ambivalence, men & women still need each other.
Hot And Bothered by Jo Leigh released on Sep 24, 1999 is available now for purchase.
This book gives singles wisdom tips for dating such as:* Date for at least a year.* Do
not date for any more than a year.* Date exclusively in groups.* Make sure you get
plenty of time one on one.* Put clear boundaries into place.* Do not try to follow
everyone else's rules.* Spend lots of time together.
Running away to an isolated village in Baja California, heiress Judith Collier dreams of
disappearing from the outside world until she meets handsome ex-cop Paul Murphy,
whom she must convince that they are meant for each other

When Victoria Hamilton's vacation fling resulted in a baby, she began a new life
far from her overbearing family. Now Tori's father has been murdered—and her
half brother, Jared, needs her help to prove his innocence. But confronting her
past when she comes face-to-face with private investigator John "Rocket"
Miglionni sure isn't what she had in mind. Thrilled to find the woman who once
rocked his world, John takes one look at her little girl and gets the shock of his
life. Now the rugged former Marine has two females holding a big piece of his
heart, a troubled teenager who expects the worst in life…and a second chance to
make it right for all of them.
Give a SEAL an inch, and he’ll take your heart. Heat of the Moment Shelby has
lusted over John for over a year, but can’t figure out why he’s not interested.
Until she overhears him saying she’s too vanilla for his taste. Garrett hates
risking their friendship, but if she wants a wild ménage, he’ll give it to her. Then
make it clear he wants her all to himself. Heat of Passion Holly has too much on
her plate to think about a serious relationship. A hot fling with a Navy SEAL,
though, is the perfect way to take the edge off. Then she sees him again weeks
later, and Carson wants the one thing she doesn’t. More. In the face of his
methodical seduction, her resistance is crumbling… Heat of the Storm Will has
waited fifteen years for the storm that sends Mackenzie into his arms. Then she
shoves him right back into the friend zone. But he’s a SEAL to the bone, and
tenacious as hell. Will is the one man not scared of Mackenzie’s psychic gift.
Their one night of passion is more than a mistake. It generates a tragic vision of
the future that leaves her more afraid than ever. Warning: Contains dangerously
hot Navy SEALS, and heroines not afraid to take them on one—or two—at a time.
Turning a certified disaster into a certifiable dish! Image consultant Haven Hoyt
needs to take former pop superstar Mark Webster from boozing, brawling mess
to presentable musician—capable of keeping his tacky boot out of his mouth. Mark
has no interest in being molded, but once she's finished with him, he'll be a work
of art.
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